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Our sweet gifts are ambassadors for your brand. That is why we put 
their unique, aesthetic design on a par with the highest quality 

and delicious taste. 

We regularly collaborate with renowned artists whose creative flair 
allows us to o�er you unique and professionally designed graphic 

lines for our products. We have put the graphic design of the Easter 
catalogue in the hands of the invaluable Pola Augustynowicz. 

We hope that our latest installment of spring sweets, in these joyful 
motifs, will be a delight for you, your employees, customers 

and business partners. However, if you see your sweet gift di�erently, 
our creative Graphic Department is at your disposal and will be 

happy to provide customised solutions. 
Have a sweet Easter!

Anna Garmada
CEO

Nothing is better than a delicious, thoughtful gift from the heart.

This is what we specialise in!

With great pleasure, we present the Easter catalogue by SLODKIE. 

This year, we focused on three product lines: 

1
Pastel, positive and charming, based on spring and Easter themes. 

These products will be perfect for brands that want to give, above all, JOY!

2
Organic, rustic, with a touch of elegance. Products from this line will be perfect for brands 

close to nature, caring for the environment, valuing simplicity and minimalism.

3
Elegant, subdued, special. Dark, deep colours with delicate spring themes 

are the perfect choice for premium brands.

Illustrations, which became the core of our Easter graphic
portfolio, were created by Pola Augustynowicz.  

Pola Augustynowicz is an illustrator and graphic designer 
born in 1989. She studied art education at the University 

of Arts in Poznań and journalism and social communication 
at the Adam Mickiewicz University. She creates illustrations for 
books and articles, designs posters, packaging and patterns 
for textiles, conducts workshops, participates in design fairs 
and exhibitions. She is also the winner of numerous graphic 

design competitions.

Pola Augustynowicz
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Who are we?

360O

We are a manufacturer of advertising sweets, which 

has been creating personalised gifts of the highest 

quality for over 27 years. Our Chocolate and Caramel 

Shop creates the widest o�er of advertising sweets

in Europe! Products made by SLODKIE, valued by 

global brands from various industties, successfully 

participate in the campaigns of the largest global 

brands.

Sweetness tailored to your business!

We have more than 600 products, ranging from

chocolates and cookies, through candies, lollipops,

chewing gums to elegant pralines and tru�es.

All candies have their own range of flavours, colors

and packaging, giving almost infinite possibilities!

At the customer's request, we also create fully persona-

lised products in terms of packacking, form, colour, 

taste or preferred filling.

What occasion is a sweet gift suitable for?

We know that positive emotions are as important

as excellent sales results, and there are countless

reasons to celebrate. From a successful contract 

to a fruitful cooperation or another shared success!

In SLODKIE you will find sweets for every occasion.

LOGO

packaging 
personalization

product 
personalization

production of the 
product directly 
after the order

preparation for 
shipment according 

to address lists

dedicated 
customer service 

specialist

packaging design 
and print

confectionery

preparation 
of graphic 
creations

transport 
using eco-friendly 

carriers



We are constantly 
working to ensure our 

products are pure 
and their ingredient lists 
clean and short and their
compositions are shorter
and shorter. As a result,

we can o�er certified
vegan products,

without dairy, gluten
or artificial preservatives.

Our caramel is a fully
craft production!

It is handmade without 
the addition of artificial 

flavours, colours 
or preservatives.

All of our chocolate 
is produced in coopera-

tion with Barry Callebaut 
Finest Belgian Chocolate, 

thanks to which our 
products are characteri-

sed not only by 
an excellent taste 

and composition, but 
also by its high quality.

To ensure freshness, 
we pour out chocolate 
and cook the caramel 

only after an order 
has been placed.

Every day we pay attention to the freshness of food products purchased in stores. At SLODKIE, we believe 

that the same rule applies to advertising sweets. That is why we do everything to o�er impeccable freshness 

of the products that reach our customers with each order.

How do we do it?

Closer to the nature
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We package our 
products in personalised 
packaging immediately 
after their production.

These methods guaran-
tee a fresh product 

with the longest possible 
shelf life.

The entire process from
design to shipment takes

place under one roof,
therefore we have 

everything under strict 
control. We meet the 

highest standards of food
production safety,

confirmed by the interna-
tional IFS Food certificate.

We prepare and print all 
of our packaging 

in house, thanks to which 
we o�er a fast and 

e�cient delivery process.

06
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PRALINES COLLECTION



ruby chocolates
with a Sicilian almond filling

white chocolates
with a Sicilian almond filling

Fa
vo

ur
s:

Our Easter pralines are adorably shaped like bunnies. 
They look beautiful and invite you to indulge. 

This box of 9 chocolates is the perfect idea for an 
elegant gift for clients, customers or employees, 
ideal for the upcoming Easter season. 

The box o�ers two di�erent flavour combinations - 
a delicate white chocolate and an exceptionally fruity 
ruby chocolate, both with a creamy white chocolate 
and almond filling that we import directly from Sicily.

We have created these unique pralines in our Chocolate 
Shop using only Cocoa Horizons certified chocolate, 
without the use of palm oil or any artificial ingredients.  

The pralines are carefully packaged in a box made from 
FSC-certified paper, which guarantees that the paper 
has been sourced with respect for natural resources. 

The surface of the packaging is fully personalised 
with your logo, chosen graphic or slogan. Our graphics 
department will prepare a design proposal 
free of charge.

cat. no.: 0540

EASTER BUNNY 
PRALINES 9 PIECES

Pralines in the sweet shape of a rabbit will delight 
customers with their form and flavour. 

This set of 4 chocolates with a Sicilian grated 
almond filling will be an appetising gift idea just 
for your brand this coming spring season!

The box contains pralines in two flavours: white 
and ruby. The chocolates are made with Cocoa 
Horizons certified chocolate and contain no palm 
oil or preservatives. 

The chocolates are packaged in FSC-certified paper 
packaging that we create especially for you - each 
of our creations is unique and we will create your 
design exactly to your specifications, featuring your 
logo, graphic, photo or slogan.

cat. no.: 0539

EASTER BUNNY 
PRALINES 4 PIECES
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ruby chocolates
with a Sicilian almond filling

white chocolates
with a Sicilian almond filling

Fl
av

ou
rs

:

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/easter-bunny-pralines-4-pieces/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=539&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/easter-bunny-pralines-4-pieces/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=539&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/easter-bunny-pralines-9-pieces/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=540&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/easter-bunny-pralines-9-pieces/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=540&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny


A chocolate bunny, the sweet symbol of Easter, 

is always a fitting corporate gift!

We handcraft these bunny pralines from creamy 

white Cocoa Horizons certified chocolate and fill 

them to the brim with a grated almond filling.

We print the card on both sides, giving you twice 

the advertising space for your message, logo 

or any other good news you want to share with your 

customers. 

Use this sweet gadget to convey your brand's Easter 

wishes.

cat. no.: 0529F/EASTER

ADVERT CARD – 
EASTER BUNNY PRALINE
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ruby chocolates
with a Sicilian almond filling

white chocolates
with a Sicilian almond filling

Fl
av

ou
rs

:

There is no place for palm oil in our production!
For years we have been successfully replacing it

with sunflower and olive oil. 
We bet on what is healthy, tasty,

and, above all, natural!

We make our praline fillings using
chocolate from sustainable sources

and natural fillings.

cat. no.: 0588
Blocks of pralines serve not just as sweet gadget, 
but as original advertising tools, reaching 
the hearts of your customers with a message. 
These inventive treats not only boast an excep-
tional appearance but also captivate attention 
with their distinctive shape and flavors. Indulge 
in milk chocolate with hazelnut filling and white 
chocolate with almond filling. 

These pralines, presented within a paper box 
featuring a window, exude elegance and 
aesthetic charm. Enhance personalization 
by selecting from three paper options: white, kraft, 
or ecru with eco - conscious grass fibers.

The box's graphic design is entirely customizable, 
enabling you to imprint your logo, graphics, or any 
desired content. This transforms the pralines into 
more than just a striking corporate gadget; they 
evolve into an e�ective marketing instrument, 
pleasantly surprising recipients with their taste. 
We recommend these unique pralines as a sweet 
commemorative token for celebrating a brand 
or company anniversary. Additionally, they serve 
as an intriguing inclusion in welcome packs for 
new employees. 

Sweet, distinctive, and adorned with your logo - 
are you prepared for a singular taste expedition?

CHOCOLATE BRICK BOX 
PRALINES

There is no place for palm oil in our production!
For years we have been successfully replacing it 

with a sunflower and olive oil. 
We bet on what is healthy, tasty,

and, above all, natural!

We make our praline fillings using 
chocolate from sustainable sources 

and natural additives. 

Among them 
you will find…

• nuts and almonds      • co�ee

• premium brand spirits      • fruits

27

Flavors to choose from:

white chocolate
stu�ed with addition

 almonds

milk chocolate
stu�ed with addition

nuts

cat. no.: 0588
Blocks of pralines serve not just as sweet gadget, 
but as original advertising tools, reaching 
the hearts of your customers with a message. 
These inventive treats not only boast an excep-
tional appearance but also captivate attention 
with their distinctive shape and flavors. Indulge 
in milk chocolate with hazelnut filling and white 
chocolate with almond filling. 

These pralines, presented within a paper box 
featuring a window, exude elegance and 
aesthetic charm. Enhance personalization 
by selecting from three paper options: white, kraft, 
or ecru with eco - conscious grass fibers.

The box's graphic design is entirely customizable, 
enabling you to imprint your logo, graphics, or any 
desired content. This transforms the pralines into 
more than just a striking corporate gadget; they 
evolve into an e�ective marketing instrument, 
pleasantly surprising recipients with their taste. 
We recommend these unique pralines as a sweet 
commemorative token for celebrating a brand 
or company anniversary. Additionally, they serve 
as an intriguing inclusion in welcome packs for 
new employees. 

Sweet, distinctive, and adorned with your logo - 
are you prepared for a singular taste expedition?

CHOCOLATE BRICK BOX 
PRALINES

There is no place for palm oil in our production!
For years we have been successfully replacing it 

with a sunflower and olive oil. 
We bet on what is healthy, tasty,

and, above all, natural!

We make our praline fillings using 
chocolate from sustainable sources 

and natural additives. 

Among them 
you will find…

• nuts and almonds      • co�ee

• premium brand spirits      • fruits

27

Flavors to choose from:

white chocolate
stu�ed with addition

 almonds

milk chocolate
stu�ed with addition

nuts

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/advert-card-praline-easter-bunny/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0529f/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/advert-card-praline-easter-bunny/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0529f/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny
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Envelope Pralines 
Collection

PREMIUM POCKET MAXI  
2 - BOX WITH MARZIPAN

1 - BOX WITH MARZIPAN
PREMIUM POCKET MINI

We have filled these decorative boxes with 
the latest creations from our Chocolate Shop - 
marzipan cubes with a pure ingredient list 
and a dash of Baileys co�ee liqueur 
and Cointreau orange liqueur. We enrobed 
the cubes in velvety milk chocolate
 and decorated them with a crunchy topping 
for a full palette of taste sensations. 

Minimalist and elegant, these gifts will 
be a showcase for your brand, see more:

cat. no.: 0614

cat. no.: 0613

PREMIUM POCKET MINI
4 - BOX WITH NOUGAT

3 - BOX WITH PRALINES
 PREMIUM POCKET MAXI
cat. no.: 0617

cat. no.: 0612

PREMIUM POCKET MAXI
5 - BOX WITH MARZIPAN

cat. no.: 0615

1 2

3

4

5

https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/box-with-marcepan-premium-pocket-mini/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=614&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny_koperta
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/box-with-nougat-premium-pocket-maxi/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=613&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny_koperta
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/box-with-nougat-premium-pocket-maxi/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=613&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny_koperta
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/box-with-pralines-premium-pocket-maxi/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=617&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny_koperta
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/box-with-pralines-premium-pocket-maxi/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=617&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny_koperta
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/box-with-pralines-premium-pocket-mini/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=612&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny_koperta
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/box-with-pralines-premium-pocket-mini/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=612&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny_koperta
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/pralines-and-truffles-with-logo/box-with-marcepan-premium-pocket-maxi/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=615&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny_koperta
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cat. no.: 0240/EASTER

13

This elegant box of chocolates, ideal as an Easter gift, 

contains two types of confectionery: 

- Cocoa Horizons certified white and milk chocolate 

eggs with hazelnut and pistachio filling

- chocolate tru�es in a variety of crunchy flavours.

We are happy to apply any graphic design with your 

logo to the wrapper, perfectly complementing 

the minimalist shape of the packaging.

The Grand Easter Moments Praline Assortment 
is the perfect Easter gift for your employees 
or a sweet thank you to your business partners. 

It is a great selection of white chocolate Easter eggs 
with pistachio filling, milk chocolate Easter eggs 
with hazelnut filling and an assortment of tru�es. 

Their perfectly pure ingredient list is our pride, but 
more importantly your way to show your appreciation 
and care - only certified chocolate and ground nuts 
direct from Sicily. 

This box of chocolates is designed for those who 
appreciate classic elegance and simple shapes. 
We will cover the entire surface of the wrapper around 
the box with a graphic or slogan of your choice.

GRAND EASTER MOMENTS 
PRALINE ASSORTMENT

cat. no.: 0241/EASTER

EASTER MOMENTS 
PRALINES ASSORTMENT

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/pralines-easter-moments/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0240/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/pralines-easter-moments/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0240/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/pralines-grand-easter-moments/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0241/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/pralines-grand-easter-moments/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0241/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny


cat. no.: 0294
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The Varieties Pralines box is recommended as a persona-
lised gift for your company's employees. Each chocolate 
praline is made with Cocoa Horizons certified Belgian 
milk chocolate. 

In this fully organic paper wrapper, you will find 
an assortment of pralines with three simple ingredient 
lists and in three flavours: mint, co�ee and pistachio. 

The paper wrapper can be personalised with any Easter 
design, which we will prepare for you free of charge. 

Sweet, original and with your logo, are you ready 
for a unique taste journey?

Our chocolates,
candies and lollipops have

a clean label. We produce them
with the addition of fiber, based

on cane sugar or isomalt,
without artificial colors,
flavours, preservatives,

palm oil and other
unnecessary additives!

TASTE

We can prepare your product in one of the ten types 

of chocolate we o�er, with any filling you prefer. 

We can give your candies and lollipops the colour 

and taste which best corresponds with your individual 

idea. What will you choose this time?

Did you know?
Our sweet o�er also includes mini lollipops in two 

shapes - circles and hearts. Choose your favourite 

shape and flavour!

VARIETIES PRALINES 
12 PIECES

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/varieties-pralines-12-pcs/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=294&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/varieties-pralines-12-pcs/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=294&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny
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cat. no.: 0092/EASTER
We present a set of seven chocolate eggs 
with walnut filling in a spectacular box in spring 
colours.

The box is completely customisable and you 
can take inspiration from our Christmas graphic 
library. 

The Easter Treasure Box is the perfect idea for 
an Easter egg gift and a sweet way to show your 
employees and customers how much you value 
their partnership.

EASTER TREASURE BOX

cat. no.: 0093/EASTER
The Easter Treasure Grand Box contains a total 
of 14 milk chocolate eggs with a walnut filling, 
packed in an elegant box that we design to your 
exact specifications. 

This stunning gift is the perfect way to celebrate 
spring in all its glory - up to 180g of chocolate Easter 
eggs that are already delicious at first glance - 
through the window. Once opened, there is no point 
in closing the box, as these eggs have the magical 
power to disappear in an instant...

EASTER TREASURE 
GRAND BOX

7 chocolate eggs 
with a walnut filling

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/easter-treasure-box-en/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0092/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/easter-treasure-grand-box-en/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0093/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/easter-treasure-grand-box-en/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0093/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny


The Green Bunny is an Easter gift that will put a smile 
on your employees' faces! We have hidden the choco-
late Easter eggs with walnut filling in a cotton musta-
che pouch.... 

The Green Bunny comes with a double-sided printed 
card that you can personalise with your logo, greetings 
or a slogan that you promote. 

Orders for this product are available from 50 pieces!
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Are you looking for an unusual gift to surprise 
your employees, customers or business partners? 
Then the Easter Six is for you!

These 6 milk chocolate Easter eggs, filled to the brim 
with peanut butter cream, in a classic egg box, 
are sure to make your brand stand out with 
a creative gift. 

Your design will be printed on a paper banner.

CHOCOLATE EGGS ASSORTMENT 
– EASTER SIX

cat. no.: 0538/EASTER

cat. no.: 0256/EASTER

GREEN BUNNY

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/advertising-sweets-green-bunny/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0256/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/easter-six-en/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0538/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/easter-six-en/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0538/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny
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Choosing a product with 
the FSC® mark, 

you support responsible 
forest management 

all over the world.

FSC® certification 
is a guarantee that 

the raw material originates 
from controlled logging 

or recycling.

Did you know that we are the only company in the Polish advertising sweets industry to be FSC® certified 

(FSC® C155076)? It guarantees that we use paper from recycled or ecological sources. Thanks to this, we protect forest 
areas every day! W are constantly implementing various environmentally-conscious solutions, expanding our o�er

with products that are better for the environment. Our activities have been noticed and awarded by international

organisations of experts with the European PSI Sustainability award.

FSC®, i.e. Forest Stewardship Council®, is an organisation responsible for the certification of forests and all kinds of wood 

and paper products. Proceeding in accordance with the FSC® guidelines allows you to be able to obtain wood without 

compromising the biodiversity and structure of forests.

PAPER

Ask for FSC® 
certified 
products.

As the only one in the Polish 
advertising sweets
industry, we have 

successfully passed 
the audit and received 
the FSC® certificate.SLODKIE endorses 

the principle 
of responsible forest 

management.

All SLODKIE paper 
packaging has 

the international 
FSC® certificate!

The FSC® criteria include, among 
others: protection against illegal 
use and development of forest 

areas, ensuring the right 
to use forest resources for local 

communities, protection of health 
and safety of forest workers.

Did you know? not only do we use certified 
paper, but we also plant forests ourselves 
in cooperation with the LAS NA ZAWSZE 
Foundation? Read more at lasnazawsze.org.pl!

We will pack your order 
in an environmentally-conscious way.

We use paper biodegradable fillers, 
100% recycled eco stretch foil and paper 

adhesive tape!
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Thinking of a business card to promote your brand 
in an unusual way? We recommend the Easter Promo 
Card! By combining any graphic with two chocolate 
eggs, you are sure to steal the hearts and minds 
of your customers!

The card o�ers a large advertising space as 
it is double-sided, so you can display your logo, 
greetings, campaign theme or even a QR code 
to any page you wish.

A memorable Easter card combined with the sweet 
gift of chocolate eggs make the perfect duo. 

We have adapted the format of this card to the size 
of a mailing envelope, and its large advertising space 
on both sides will accommodate the vigour of your 
Easter wishes.

Do not worry about the design - our creative 
graphics team will surprise you with design sugge-
stions for this gift, taking into account your Brand 
Book guidelines.

PROMO CARD EASTER

cat. no.: 0050/EASTER

cat. no.: 0174/EASTER

EGGS IN A NEST

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/promo-card-easter/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0050/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/eggs-in-a-nest/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0256/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny


This mini-bag with two chocolate Easter eggs is the perfect gift for those who appreciate attention 
to detail in a corporate gift, even the smallest.

The paper it is made from is FSC certified, meaning it has been sustainably produced, and the foil 
we have used to wrap the eggs is 100% compostable. Why not say so on the packaging?

The graphics we use in our catalogue, created by renowned illustrator Pola Augustynowicz, 
are just one example that we can adapt to suit your requirements. But if you think it is perfect -
 we will add your logo and a sweet gift for Easter is ready!

cat. no.: 0428

Milk chocolate with hazelnut filling in the shape 
of an Easter egg - this classic idea for a corpo-
rate sweet treat is perfect for the Easter season. 

We can fully personalise the surface 
of the packaging with your logo, graphics 
and message. 

This festive treat will delight your customers 
as an addition to their spring orders or as 
a pleasant surprise for their morning co�ee 
in your o�ce.

cat. no.: 0580A/EASTER

SWEET EGG HOLDER – 
EASTER EGG

20

EASTER TREASURE MINI BOX

A milk chocolate mini egg with a hazelnut filling 
in the embrace of an Easter Bunny is a delicious 
gift for the spring months. 

Our graphic design team will prepare your 
design for this gift, taking into account your 
instructions, logo or colour scheme according 
to your brand book.

The minimum order for this product is only 
200 pieces.

cat. no.: 0580B/EASTER

SWEET EGG HOLDER – 
EASTER BUNNY

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/praline-sweet-egg-holder-hare/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0474f/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/praline-sweet-egg-holder-hare/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0474f/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/praline-sweet-egg-holder-easter-bunny/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0474f/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/praline-sweet-egg-holder-easter-bunny/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0474f/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/easter-treasure-box-mini/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=428&utm_content=kolekcja_praliny
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EASTER 
SHAPES COLLECTION



cat. no.: 0360C/EASTER

If you are looking for a traditional gift for your 

customers - we recommend our mini Easter egg 

with an intricately carved design! 

We can make it for you using any chocolate from 

our range - we have 10 couvertures to choose from, 

straight from our Warsaw chocolate factory!

The ethically grown cocoa used in the chocolate 

is certified by Cocoa Horizons. 

We o�er a library of graphic designs to dress up your 

gift, from which you can choose the one that per-

fectly matches your campaign and logo.

And if you can not find what you are looking for, 

we are happy to create a complimentary packaging 

design.

22

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
MINI EASTER EGG 40 G

Fl
av

ou
rs

:

milk 
chocolate 
33% cocoa

dark 
chocolate
54% cacao

white 
chocolate 
36% cocoa 

butter

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/bespoke-chocolate-mini-easter-egg-40-g/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0360c/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/bespoke-chocolate-mini-easter-egg-40-g/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0360c/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
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An original gift made of the finest chocolate with 

your logo? That is exactly what the Choco4mat egg 

is! It is ideal for any marketing department that 

wants to put its idea on chocolate and not just 

on paper.

Choco4mat is made from one of the 10 chocolate 

couvertures we work with - from classic milk to fruity 

ruby or caramel with a hint of salt. ....

The packaging of this product also provides a large 

space to use for advertising purposes.

cat. no.: 0314/JAJKO

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
CHOCO4MAT EGG

1 2 3

Choose a form from 
our library or tell 
us what shape 

of chocolate you 
want to design.

Let us know what 
text or logo you 
want to put on 
the chocolate.

Once you accept 
our project, we move 

to the production 
of your product.

Create your own

Choco4Mat is a unique o�er on the advertising sweets market.
We are able to create any shape desired from Belgian Top Gourmet chocolate,

and emboss or print your logo directly on the surface of the chocolate.

Do you want to surprise the recipient with creativity? 
This is the product for you!

CHOCO4MAT!

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-egg-2/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0314/jajko&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-egg-2/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0314/jajko&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty


Our beans come only
from the main

harvest - they're bigger 
and with a stronger flavour.

Before shipment, they go
under another quality check.

The beans transported from
Ghana, Ecuador

and the Ivory Coast
go to Antwerp

where the flavour
of each batch
is determined.

The beans ferment
for 3 to 8 days between

the banana leaves,
changing their flavour

from bitter to chocolate.

Our cocoa beans come
from sustainable

and recognised sources-
directly from the farmers under

the care of the Cocoa
Horizons Foundation.

In the next
2 to 4 days,

they are dried
in the sun.

It is only this smooth
and creamy chocolate

that is tempered
by us into individual shapes

with our clients logo. 
 

Thanks to this selection
of flavour profiles,
Master Blenders

manually compose
the beans

for the perfect
flavour.

Depending on the recipe,
the cocoa liquor is combined
with high quality ingredients,
such as vanilla, milk or sugar. 

 

Then the beans are split
open, and the cocoa nibs
are ground to a smooth
cocoa liquor - the heart

and soul of our chocolates.
 

Whole beans
are roasted! The shell

protects them and keeps
the aromas and flavours

preserved inside.

This mixture is passed through 
a 5-roll refiner and then
it is carefully subjected

to a process of conching which
takes a minimum of 60 hours. 

Crafted in Belgium 

FROM BEAN TO BAR
since 1911 .

SLODKIE has been working with the best Belgian Top
Gourmet chocolates since 1995. Our Polish and 
foreign customers fell in love with their delicious taste. 
Every year we surprise them with new combinations 
and flavour compositions, which, combined 
with a unique form and pure ingredients, 
make for a special and memorable gift.

Did you know?
We are the only company in the industry 

fully from sustainable sources, and all 
of them are certified by the Cocoa Horizons 
Foundation?

Our chocolate

SLODKIE was the first company on the Polish

advertising sweets market to introduce 100% 

plant-based chocolate!

Currently, all chocolates are produced 
in cooperation with Barry Callebaut 
Finest Belgian Chocolate
It is a guarantee of the highest quality 
of chocolate and its unique, creamy taste. 

24
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Two chocolate flowers to welcome spring! They can 
also be enjoyed at any other time of year as a lovely, 
sweet corporate gift made from certified organic 
chocolate. The sweet flower comes with a card that 
we can fully personalise for you, on both sides! 

You can choose from flowers in three types of choco-
late - white, milk and dark. None of them contain 
a trace of palm oil or preservatives, but are made 
from perfectly pure ingredients from sustainable 
sources.

With a variety of options to choose from 
and the full range of packaging personalisation that 
this product o�ers, we can work together to create 
the perfect sweet corporate gift for many occasions 
- holidays, thank you's, anniversaries and other 
corporate events.

Flowers, chocolates and a greeting card are 
a classic gift - now you can give your customers 
three chocolate flowers in a sweet set. The sweets 
are packaged in a modern envelope.

If you want your promotional sweets to be perfect 
in every way - taste, quality and packaging 
aesthetics - then this is the product for you!  

The envelope shape is not only a practical aspect 
of this packaging, but also a powerful advertising 
space, as we can create a design for you that we 
print on both sides.

This product is perfect as a sweet and unique
invitation to your corporate event!

cat. no.: 0431/EASTER

SET OF CHOCOLATES
3 FLOWERS ENVELOPE

cat. no.: 0577/EASTER

PROMO CARD TWO FLOWERS

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/promo-card-two-flowers?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0577/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-3-flowers-in-envelope/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0431/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-3-flowers-in-envelope/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0431/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
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They say you can't judge a book by its cover... 
but you can safely judge our products by their packaging. Check what packaging we put our products in!

MOLDINGS
compostable

foils 
papermoldings metal

We are constantly working on the maximum reduction 
of plastic consumption in our packaging. Where it 
is necessary due to the safety of a food product, we use 
one that is 80% recycled and 100% recyclable for reuse. 
Our product moldings are made of R-PET foil. 
What does it mean?       
 
PET (polyethylene terephthalate) is currently one of 
the most commonly used packaging materials because 
it protects the product's properties as well as being 
lightweight, durable and transparent. Such packaging 
allows to maintain the high quality and properties of the 
stored product. PET packaging is made of the so-called 
primary raw material, i.e. obtained directly from crude 
oil fractions in an appropriate chemical process. 
One of the characteristics of PET is that it can be easily 
recycled, and because of the ease of processing and      

recovery, PET transformed is a valuable raw material. 
They can be easily transfor med into bottles, t-shirts, 
sleeping bags and carpets or other articles.   
 
R-PET, or recycled PET, is a popular, high-quality plastic 
suitable for contact with food, commonly used for 
the production of bottles and packaging. Importantly, 
after processing, it does not lose the properties of PET. 
It is safe, functional and helps to significantly reduce 
the production of new objects.
 
Why is the use of R-PET plastic beneficial for the natural 
environment?    
    limits the production of new material, 
    reduces CO2 emissions from 40 to 80%,
    recycling reduces water consumption in the produc 
tion process (approx. 90%) and energy (approx. 80%), 
    R-PET is a step towards a closed circular economy,
    the material is suitable for continuous recovery - 
materials and raw materials can remain in economic 
circulation as long as possible R-PET has a lower carbon 
footprint.  

The e�ect of using R-PET packaging 
is also a significant reduction
in greenhouse gas emissions! 

Flowers to say thank you, congratulations, extend good wishes 
or to apologise? We recommend an unique chocolate bouquet 
of 9 flowers. 

We only use top gourmet quality chocolate to make the sweets, 
as befits the finest gifts.

We package the chocolates in an elegant box with a window 
so you can admire the craftsmanship of the product even before 
you open it.

The design of the box is fully customisable, we will display your 
graphics, photo, contents, logo - just tell us how you want your 
chocolate box to look and we will do the rest.

cat. no.: 0565/EASTER

SET OF 9 CHOCOLATE FLOWERS

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-flowers-9-pieces?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0565/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
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Are you looking for an impressive gift for lovers 

of creative confectionery? We recommend our 

Bubble Lamb, which not only stands out for its 

original shape, but also for the delicious taste 

of our Top Gourmet chocolate!

We have designed the packaging so that your 

graphics are consistent throughout every inch 

of the box dedicated to your customers 

or employees - we can also print on the inside 

and you are guaranteed a WOW e�ect!

28

A sweet herd of three chocolate lambs is a gift that 
will make anyone smile, evoking an atmosphere 
of spring and Easter. We recommend this set as 
a spring corporate gift for your employees or busi-
ness partners.

We can make the Easter Lamb in any of 
the chocolates in our range - and you have up 
to 10 to choose from, from the classics to vegan 
or chocolates with natural honey. Each is certified 
by the Cocoa Horizons Foundation. 

We have placed the sweet gifts in packaging 
with a window that gently reveals the contents. 
The packaging graphics, made from FSC-certified 
paper, can be fully personalised for your brand.

cat. no.: 0303/EASTER

SET OF 3 CHOCOLATE 
BUBBLE LAMBS

CHOCOLATE SHAPE 
BUBBLE LAMB 40 G

cat. no.: 0013/EASTER

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/chocolate-shape-bubble-lamb-40-g/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0013/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/chocolate-shape-bubble-lamb-40-g/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0013/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-bauble-lambs-3-pieces/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=303&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-bauble-lambs-3-pieces/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=303&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
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CHOCOLATE BUBBLE 
LAMB MINI 20 G

The sweetest suggestion for a small spring gift - 
a chocolate lamb. 

Thick, creamy, velvety chocolate, a cute shape, top 
quality ingredients and fully personalised packaging. 
One mini lamb - and so many advantages!
In our Chocolate Shop, we can make this spring sweet 
for you from one of the ten chocolates we o�er. 
Not all lambs have to be white .... 

The product would be perfect as a gift to accompany 
your spring orders in-store or as a trinket in your pro-
motional campaign. 

The chocolate lambs may be wrapped in compostable 
foil and the packaging design is always complimentary.

Get your business ready for Easter by replenishing 
your stock of personalised corporate confectionery 
to give to your sta� and guests. 

Our special-shaped chocolates - surprising 
with their uncompromising taste, quality and form - 
will help you build sweet relationships. 

For spring, we recommend the Chocolate Bubble 
Lamb, which, combined with a card with a large 
space for your personal message (we print the card 
on both sides), is the ideal sweet gift idea. 

The creative shape, the sweet taste of fine chocola-
te, the pure ingredient list of the product 
and the personalised packaging - this is the recipe 
for creating sweet associations with your brand 
in the minds of your recipients. 

Available in your design from a minimum 
of 500 pieces!

cat. no.: 0532H/EASTER

cat. no.: 0167

ADVERT CARD - 
CHOCOLATE 
BUBBLE LAMB

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/chocolate-bauble-lamb-mini-20-g/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=167&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/chocolate-bauble-lamb-mini-20-g/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=167&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/advert-card-chocolate-bubble-lamb?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0532g/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/advert-card-chocolate-bubble-lamb?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0532g/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/advert-card-chocolate-bubble-lamb?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0532g/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty


At SLODKIE, we believe in the green future of our planet! Knowing that we all have a huge influence 

on what our tomorrow will look like, we constantly stay even closer to nature. What environmentally-conscious

solutions and initiatives are we introducing in our sweet production?

Products

All of our sweets are produced in the spirit of a healthy, 

ecological approach. As a result, all ingredients 

in our chocolates, pralines and their fillings come from 

100% sustainable sources. 

100% plant-based NXT generation chocolate, completely

For more demanding lovers of sweets, we o�er

free of any allergens or their trace amounts (e.g. dairy).

You will not find palm oil in any of our products!

At SLODKIE, we believe that less is more, therefore

our products are characterised by a short ingredient list

with no preservatives, artifical colours or flavours.

Product freshness = quality

Certifications

The best proof of our eco-friendly approach

are the certifications we have obtained! 

    All of our chocolates, pralines and dried fruits 

in chocolate have the Cocoa Horizons Certificate, 

which proves the use of ingredients from sustainable 

cultivation and the application of ethical practices. 

    The entire SLODKIE range is covered by the 

IFS Food Certificate, which guarantees that our products 

are manufactured, packaged and distributed 

in accordance with the highest international food 

safety standards. 

    We are the only manufacturer in the advertising industry

in Poland to obtain the FSC® certificate  (FSC® C155076) 

proving a responsible approach to forest management. 

    Thanks to the obtained certificate, from January 1st  2023, 

we have been using exclusively 100% renewable energy 

sources for our sweet production.
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SET OF CHOCOLATE 
TULIPS 4 PIECES

Feel the sweet breeze of spring and share this optimi-
stic feeling with your clients and business partners. 
Chocolate tulips will win the hearts and taste buds 
of everyone you give this corporate gift to.

We can make the flower-shaped chocolates in a full 
bouquet with up to 10 chocolate couvertures to choose 
from. As with all our chocolate shop products, these 
flower-shaped chocolates are made with top gourmet 
quality chocolate, certified by Cacao Horizons. 

The paper card - printed on both sides - is the perfect 
place for your wishes or an advertising message.

Available at minimum 500 pieces.

Tulips are inextricably associated with spring - 

its lightness and bright colours. Such associations 

are also evoked by our set of four chocolate tulips. 

We prepare them from white and ruby chocolate, 

certified by the Cocoa Horizons Foundation. 

The vivid, fun pink shade of ruby chocolate is com-

pletely natural!  It is not the result of any additives, 

but is due to the ruby grains of a special species 

of cocoa.

cat. no.: 0304/EASTER

ADVERT CARD - 
CHOCOLATE TULIP

cat. no.: 0532G/EASTER

white chocolateruby chocolate

Types of chocolate:

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/advert-card-chocolate-tulip?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0532f/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/advert-card-chocolate-tulip?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0532f/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-tulips-4-pieces-2/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0304/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-tulips-4-pieces-2/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0304/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
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A beautiful and sophisticated product in terms of form, colour and taste - the perfect spring 
showcase for your brand!

This product is available in two variants - a combination of white and ruby chocolate or milk 
and white chocolate.

All of our Top Gourmet chocolates boast the Cocoa Horizons Foundation certification, 
which guarantees that their ingredients have been sustainably sourced. 

The chocolate bar is packaged in a paper box, which we design for each of our customers 
individually - taking into account preferences, colours or other specifications. What can we 
design for you?

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
SPRING ALLEGORY

cat. no.: 0305

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/bespoke-chocolate-spring-allegory/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=305&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/bespoke-chocolate-spring-allegory/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=305&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty


Excellent taste and aroma, unusual creaminess, appetising colour, all prepared with a clean label,
based on the best recipes, noble ingredients and of course... Belgian Top Gourmet chocolate!
Welcome to our sweet world! Do you already know all the types of our delicious chocolate?
Explore the available flavours and choose your favorite addition.

                   Milk – chosen by chefs around the world, 
                  distinguished by its exceptional creaminess, 
                  which gives the impression that every piece 
simply melts in your mouth.

                    Ruby – ruby sweetness with an intense,
                   fruity flavor and a fresh sour note.
                   It is made from red cocoa beans originating 
from the Ivory Coast, Brazil and Ecuador.

                   Dark 56% or 72% cocoa – for many,
                  it is a delightful compromise between sweet
                  milk chocolate and more savoury dark cho-
colate. Depending on the content of cocoa, it will be 
perfect with various fillings, creating completely original 
flavour compositions.

                   White – devoid of cocoa powder,
                  characterized by a balanced taste with
                  perceptible notes of milk, made for fans
of original flavours. With fillings, it also creates
a delicious feast for the eyes!

                   NXT – 100% plant-based chocolate, 
                  completely free of any allergens or their trace
                  amounts (e.g. dairy) It is perfect and comple-
tely safe for vegans or people with lactose intolerance.

                   Honey – is a combination of pure, natural
                  delicacies: traditionally produced milk
                  chocolate with a touch of natural honey,
which results in a creamy-caramel taste and subtle
sweetness with a honey accent.

Delicious premium chocolate
is our sweet specialty!

In 2022, we focused on our own craft production of dragees and nuts and dried fruit. 

How about sour currants in white chocolate, raisins with co�ee or orange peel in dark chocolate?

                   Caramel – a masterful composition
                  of excellent ingredients, such as caramelised
                  sugar and caramelised milk with an exciting
pinch of salt. In its intense but balanced taste you will
find rich notes of butter and cream.

                  Wholefruit – the latest type in our o�er.
                  Wholefruit chocolate is made entirely from
                  pure cocoa fruit without vanilla, lecithin
and refined sugar. The whole fruit is used for its produc-
tion, which gives it its unique aroma. The healthiest
and most organic chocolate you can imagine!
This is its debut on the European advertising sweets market

                    Sugarfree – is a perfect flavour
                   composition combining cocoa, milk and 
                  sweetness - but without added sugar. 
Its wonderfully harmonious taste and pleasant sweet-
ness were obtained thanks to the use of maltitol, com-
plemented by natural Bourbon vanilla. It is a refined 
composition that will be appreciated by those who 
love regular chocolate, as well as those who avoid 
white sugar and look for balanced alternatives 
to keep in shape

    
ground almonds, pistachios, hazelnuts and walnuts,
co�ee from the oldest Polish roastery - Pluton,
fruits and flowers,
natural honey,
salty caramel,
roasted cocoa beans,
salt and chili,
spiced cookies,
premium liquors from J.A. Baczewski.

Additives and fillings for our Top
Gourmet chocolates:

Types of SWEET chocolates:
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Choco Puzzles in 3D are a great gift idea for creative 
clients and business partners. It is also a great idea 
for employee integration! 

Our chocolate figurine requires self-assembly, which 
is a lot of fun and provides an opportunity for people 
to connect and work together! 

We can prepare your lamb in one of the 10 chocolate 
flavours we work with in our Chocolate Shop.  The icing 
on the cake is our springtime sprinkle suggestions - 
field flowers, dried marigold and cornflower petals 
and rose petalled almonds.

An individual packaging design may be composed 
for you complimentarily.

This Easter bunny is a creative take on the chocola-
te gift.

The construction of this Easter bunny requires only 
a moment, but a lot of willpower to not try the 
chocolate before it becomes the figurine.

The final combination of flavours is always your own 
- choose from 10 chocolates and one of 3 crunchy 
sprinkles. 

An individual packaging design will be composed 
for you complimentarily. You may either use our 
Graphic Line Library or provide us with guidelines 
for the development of a one-of-a-kind design - 
your own. 

35

EASTER LAMB 
CHOCO PUZZLE 3D 

cat. no.: 0331D/EASTER

EASTER BUNNY 
CHOCO PUZZLE 3D 

cat. no.: 0331C/EASTER

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/3d-easter-lamb-choco-puzzle/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0331d/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/3d-easter-lamb-choco-puzzle/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0331d/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/3d-easter-bunny-choco-puzzle/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0331c/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/3d-easter-bunny-choco-puzzle/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0331c/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
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No more classic wishes. The time has come to spice 
them up.... with chocolate! The Mailing Chocolates 
Card with Hens is the perfect idea for a gift 
accessory or a gift in itself!

The format of our card fits perfectly into 
an envelope - surprise your customers this season 
with a chocolate greeting card!

We can prepare the hens for you from one of 
the 10 types of chocolate that our Chocolate Shop 
works with. From the classic Easter white chocolate 
version to the bolder dark chocolate flavours. 

We design the card individually, according to your 
needs and specifications. Space on both sides of 
the wrapping provide plenty of space for your mes-
sage and the graphics of your choice.

Cannot decide on the form of your Easter gift? 
We recommend the Easter Farm, a gift hiding 
as many as 4 chocolates in festive shapes! 
 
We can prepare the Easter Farm in our Chocolate 
Shop from a chocolate of your choice, and there 
are no fewer than 10 - from the classic milk chocola-
te, caramel with a pinch of salt, and WholeFruit 
with no added sugar.

The ethically grown cocoa from which our chocolate 
is made is certified by Cocoa Horizons. 

We personalise the box in its entirety for each Custo-
mer; a design will also be prepared for you that 
includes your logo, slogan, web address and any-
thing else that is important to you.

SET OF CHOCOLATES 
EASTER FARM

cat. no.: 0029/EASTER

cat. no.: 0049/EASTER

MAILING CHOCOLATES 
CARD WITH HENS

Shapes:

Shapes:

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-easter-farm/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0029/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-easter-farm/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0029/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/mailing-chocolates-card-with-hens/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0049/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/mailing-chocolates-card-with-hens/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0049/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
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We have been producing advertising sweets since 1997 
and our customers, their satisfaction and loyalty
have always been our priority. For this reason, 
we are constantly modernizing our machine park, inve-
sting in modern technologies, machines and production 
processes.

Company gifts ordered from us are always of the 
highest quality. For the 10th year in a row,
as the first on the Polish advertising sweets market, 
we successfully passed the audit and obtained
the International Featured Standard (IFS Food) certificate. 
It is a guarantee that our products are manufactured, 
packaged and distributed in accordance
with the highest international food safety standards.  

What should you know about IFS?

IFS Food is an international standard for assessing 
the compatibility of products and processes regarding 
food safety and quality. The IFS certification 
is a significant marker of a manufacturer's attention 
to the production process, attesting to the standard 
and quality of their products. Obtaining this certification 
involves documenting the origin and quality of the raw 
materials used in production, the establishment 
of Food Defence rules and principles inside the factory, 
as well as ensuring a process of continuous 
improvement inside the company.

IFS FOOD responds to the needs of consumers, 
suppliers and retailers in terms of constantly mainta-
ining high quality products. Obtaining it means syste-
matic analysis and supervision of all production 
processes of our choices.

SLODKIE is proud to have had 
the IFS Food certificate for over nine 
years, which covers our entire product 
range and every step and element 
of the production process!

The IFS Food standard specifies not only 
the strict requirements for food production, 
but also the conditions regarding:

International guarantor 
of food safety

Management and involvement in supporting 

the sustainability of food safety culture 

and food quality assurance policy.

Food Quality and Safety Management System 

– regarding meeting the legal requirements 

of food safety and customer specifications. 

Measurement, analysis and improvement - in terms 

of control, validation of processes and management 

of complaints and corrective actions. 

Food Protection Plan in the context of protecting 

the integrity of the company and manufactured 

products.
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The Bunny Nose is a gift option for those who like 
creative and one-of-a-kind sweet gifts!

Our 4 chocolates imitating the nose of an Easter 
bunny can be made from the chocolate of your 
choice, which is only one of the individual solutions 
we have for you.

We may also design the box specifically according 
to your needs - all we need is your logo to prepare 
an individualised packaging proposal. 

Just two simple steps and your gift is ready.

If you are looking for an unconventional, unique gift 

that will genuinely please and surprise the recipient, 

we recommend the Bunny Tail!

These 4 chocolates imitating the tail of an Easter bunny 

are made from chocolate with ingredients which are all 

sustainably sourced. 

Important note - our Chocolate Shop only starts wor-

king on the preparation of these chocolates when we 

take your order. With this, we guarantee freshness

and a long shelf life.

cat. no.: 0068/EASTER

SET OF CHOCOLATE 
BUNNY TAILS

SET OF CHOCOLATE 
BUNNY NOSES

cat. no.: 0069/EASTER

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-bunny-tail/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0068/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-bunny-tail/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0068/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/bunny-nose-en/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0069/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/bunny-nose-en/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0069/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
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HOW TO PREPARE?

1. Take your favourite mug 

   and heat milk in it.

2. Add a chocolate egg

3. Wait 2 minutes and stir.

Enjoy!

Check out the product that delights!
CHOCOLATE SURPRISE in two flavors 

to choose from!

milk chocolate
with marshmallows

milk chocolate
with mini lentils

The Chocolate Surprise Egg is a special Easter egg 

hiding mini meringues or mini lentils inside - up to you. 

You can melt it in hot milk and enjoy the aromatic taste 

of hot chocolate, or simply indulge in it straight away. 

We especially recommend this product to those who 

love to surprise with unconventional forms of promotion. 

The aesthetically pleasing form of packaging makes our 

Easter egg a striking gift with a hint of surprise - 

the perfect gift.

CHOCOLATE 
SURPRISE EGG

cat. no.: 0218

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/chocolate-surprise-egg/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=218&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/chocolate-surprise-egg/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=218&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
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Looking for an original promotional product for your 
business? The Chocolate Egg in a Box is a great idea 
and an elegant presentation of your brand, no matter 
what industry you work in.

We can prepare the Chocolate Egg in the chocolate 
of your choice, and we have up to 10 to choose from. 
Will you choose a white, dark or honey chocolate egg 
this year?

We will design the cardboard bag individually for you 
and produce it from FSC-certified paper meaning that 
it has been sourced with respect for the environment.

Chocolate eggs are a classic worth adding to your 
collection of sweet corporate goodies. Especially since 
we produce our egg from Cocoa Horizons certified 
chocolate, which guarantees a perfectly simple 
and ethical ingredient list.

The product may be personalised complementarily - 
in a foil with your logo!

Please note that our production only starts once we 
have taken your order, which is why the chocolate eggs 
will arrive to your recipients fresh from our Chocolate 
Shop.

cat. no.: 0134/EASTER

CHOCOLATE 
EGG WITH LOGO

cat. no.: 0216/EASTER

CHOCOLATE EGG 
IN A BOX

in these product, 
we o�er printing on the foil 

in the form of a repeating pattern

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/chocolate-egg-with-logo-30-g-2/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=134/easter%20&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/chocolate-egg-with-logo-30-g-2/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=134/easter%20&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/chocolate-egg-in-a-box/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0216/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/chocolate-egg-in-a-box/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0216/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
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Small, cute and versatile - that's our Chocolate Egg Mini! 

This milk chocolate egg shell will be perfect for any Easter event, it's small, handy and, 
because of its packaging form, economical to transport.

The entirety of the box may be personalised as according to the Customer’s wishes 
complimentarily and can be made from the paper of your choice - white, kraft 
or organic with grass fibres.

MINI CHOCOLATE EGG 10 G

cat. no.: 0223/EASTER

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/mini-chocolate-egg-10-g-en/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0223/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
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IN OUR OFFER YOU WILL FIND 
THREE TYPES OF PAPER TO CHOOSE FROM! 

The packaging of promotional sweets is pivotal. It transcends being a mere box, 
it's your canvas for advertising, an avenue to shine. Crafted from FSC-certified paper, 

our packaging showcases our commitment to the environment. 
Tailor your packaging to suit your brand, campaign, or the values you wish to express 

by selecting from three paper types available.

kraft paper
Paper crafted entirely from recycled or mixed 

secondary fibers (previously used paper 
materials). Kraft paper, distinguished by its 
natural hue, doesn't undergo a bleaching 

process; its shade is a�ected by the recycled 
content. Due to its unique color, the CMYK 
and PANTONE color palettes might display 

varied saturation compared to white paper. 

white paper
White paper consists solely of primary fibers, 

derived as a by-product from fresh wood 
fibers acquired through processes like sawmil-

ling or controlled tree harvesting. Its color is 
achieved through a chlorine-free bleaching 

proces It's recyclable and supports up to 
25 recycling cycles. This paper allows for 

excellent reproduction of the PANTONE and 
CMYK color palettes.

ecru paper
Modern paper enriched with grass fibers, 

incorporating up to 40% ecological grass fibers 
alongside other virgin fibers. Utilizing grass in 

paper production conserves water, curtails 
energy consumption, and minimizes 

the requirement for substantial chemical use, 
consequently slashing CO2 emissions by about 

75%. This environmentally-conscious paper is 
fully biodegradable. Its versatile properties 

enable the realization of innovative and unco-
nventional projects while highlighting eco-

-friendly aspects.
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What if you did not have to choose just one type 
of chocolate? The Colorful Easter egg is the perfect 
solution for all those who appreciate variety. 
As many as three chocolates can form one Easter 
egg! 

The Colorful Easter egg consists of milk chocolate 
with orange, white chocolate with cranberry 
and dark chocolate with pineapple. 

You can personalise the entire surface of its packa-
ging. You are not limited by any graphic design, 
number of colours or level of complexity. All you need 
is a little imagination, your brand colours, a logo 
in the place of your choice and the rest is up to us!

The Elegant Bar is a proposal that meets the require-
ments of even the most demanding chocolate lovers. 

We can prepare it with any chocolate from our Choco-
late Shop, and there is plenty to choose from as we 
work with 10 types of chocolate couvertures. The next 
step is also up to you - your favourite sprinkles 
and you're done! 

We pack the bar in compostable foil, which, combined 
with our FSC-certified paper, means that it is a fully 
biodegradable product.

We may design the box specifically for you according 
to individual requirements, so your brand will bring even 
more positive and targeted associations.

cat. no.: 0094/EASTER

CHOCOLATE BAR 
ELEGANT BAR

cat. no.: 0020/EASTER

SET OF CHOCOLATES 
COLORFUL EASTER EGG

- spring meadow - 
green poppy with orange peel

- petals field flowers

- almonds in rose petals
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:

file:///D|/Od%20Kuchni/katalog%20Wielkanoc/katalog%20ko%C5%84cowe%20pliki/%22https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/chocolate-bar-elegant-bar/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=%0A0094/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty%22
file:///D|/Od%20Kuchni/katalog%20Wielkanoc/katalog%20ko%C5%84cowe%20pliki/%22https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/chocolate-bar-elegant-bar/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=%0A0094/easter&utm_content=kolekcj
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-colorful-easter-egg/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0020/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-colorful-easter-egg/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0020/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
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Choco Easter Egg is a solid portion of 
perfectly pure chocolate with a spring 
collection of toppings of your choice.

A classic of the genre, this Easter egg-sha-
ped bar comes in a generously sized pac-
kage that we will design entirely according 
to your idea or needs.  

Your bars will only be poured in our Choco-
late Shop once you have approved 
the final design. Thanks to this we give you 
the guarantee of absolute freshness of 
the product that is a showcase for your 
company.

If you are looking for a sweet trinket with character 
and class our Mini Modern Bar range is for you. 
It is a collection of the highest quality chocolates 
which, combined with a selection of carefully chosen 
spring additions, will make a sweet gift take on 
a whole new meaning for your customers.

In addition, we package each of our Mini Bars in com-
postable foil, which, combined with FSC-certified 
paper, creates a fully biodegradable product. 
Let us write about this on the packaging of your sweet 
gadget to emphasise your brand's respect for 
the environment!

We o�er an individualised design of the packaging 
complimentarily - if you have a clear vision, give us 
guidelines, if not, your logo is enough for us to give 
you individual suggestions for your box.

cat. no.: 0016/EASTER

CHOCOLATE BAR 
CHOCO EASTER EGG

cat. no.: 0086/EASTER

CHOCOLATE BAR MINI 
MODERN BAR

spring meadow -
green poppy with

orange peel

petals field
flowers

almonds in rose
petals

- spring meadow - 
green poppy with orange peel

- petals field flowers

- almonds in rose petals
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Types of sprinkles:

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/chocolate-bar-mini-modern-bar/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0086/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/chocolate-bar-mini-modern-bar/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0086/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/chocolate-bar-choco-easter-egg/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0016/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/chocolate-bar-choco-easter-egg/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0016/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_wielkanocne_kszta%C5%82ty
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CHOCOLATE 
PRINT COLLECTION
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Creativity, taste, aesthetics are the basis of this sweet 
puzzle. Introducing the chocolate puzzle - 12 pieces 
that come together to form an appetising whole. 
Take advantage of the possibility of double personali-
sation - directly on the surface of the chocolate 
and on the packaging - to create a unique sweet 
corporate gadget tailored to your brand. 

Each chocolate in the set is distinguished by its original 
shape and delicious taste. The product is made from 
Top Gourmet quality white chocolate with 36% cocoa 
butter content. There is no palm oil or preservatives 
in the ingredient list - so you get a top quality product.

We personalise the chocolate with edible and comple-
tely safe food colouring from certified suppliers. 
We o�er the option of any design with colourful 
graphics, logos or your company name - so you decide 
how the chocolate and its packaging will look 
in the end. 

The packaging features a window providing the best 
setting and display for the product. We may fully perso-
nalise its surface complimentarily.

A chocolate puzzle Easter egg that you decorate 
according to your needs and specifications, made 
with creamy white chocolate – it is hard to think 
of a better idea for corporate sweetness during 
the spring season. 

This set of chocolate puzzles that form the shape 
of an egg are made with Top Gourmet quality white 
chocolate. We can decorate each jigsaw puzzle 
with any design, graphic, content, logo - to create 
a fully personalised chocolate - a sweet gift, matching 
your company's visual identity on point.

With this product you get personalised packaging as 
well as a graphic directly on the surface of the choco-
late - doubling your brand message!

cat. no.: 0547/EASTER

CHOCOLATE 
PUZZLE EGG 40 G

cat. no.: 0047/EASTER

SET OF CHOCOLATES - 
PUZZLE PRINT 12 PIECES

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/printed-chocolate-set-egg-puzzle?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0547/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/printed-chocolate-set-egg-puzzle?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0547/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-puzzle-print-12-psc-3?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0047/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-puzzle-print-12-psc-3?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0047/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print


A set of 6 white filled chocolates that dazzle 
with the taste of almonds straight from Sicily. 
The sweets in the shape of a postage stamp 
are the perfect idea for sending a sweet message.  
We can put any symbol on each chocolate - o�ering 
the possibility of double personalisation - of the pro-
duct and the packaging.

A di�erent graphic design can also appear on each 
praline - so the full creative potential of the product 
may be achieved.

The graphic design of the elegant packaging 
with window is also fully personalisable.

Our Chocostamp Pralines feature a rich taste sensation 
and a beautiful exterior. The white velvety chocolate 
with filling of grated Sicilian almonds, which 
are famous for their intense aroma, are a delicious 
combination of flavours. 

We have risen to the challenge by creating a delicious 
and natural flavour composition, without palm oil 
or preservatives, and you can decide how you want 
to decorate these unique chocolates. For this product, 
we o�er the possibility of double personalisation - 
we will display your brand logo, any graphic, content 
or photo on the surface of the chocolates.

The design of the packaging, which is made from 
FSC-certified paper, is also fully personalisable - so you 
can ensure that your corporate sweets are consistent 
with your brand identity.

cat. no.: 0322/EASTER

PRALINES CHOCOSTAMP 
PRINT 3 PIECES

cat. no.: 0323/EASTER

PRALINES CHOCOSTAMP 
PRINT 6 PIECES

NOWA
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/pralines-chocostamp-print-3-pcs-3?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0322/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/pralines-chocostamp-print-3-pcs-3?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0322/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/pralines-chocostamp-print-6-pc/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0323/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/pralines-chocostamp-print-6-pc/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0323/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print


DISCOVER THE LOGO PRINT COLLECTION 

Print on chocolate? It's possible!

How do we do it? 

Personalisation on chocolate is made with edible 
products and completely safe food coloring inks 
from certified suppliers.1

We use food coloring inks without ingredients 
of animal origin, GMO FREE, with the highest safety 
certificate for pharmaceutical and food use.2

We make a thin, imperceptible layer of decoration 
that creates a clear picture, colorful graphics, 
logo or name of your company on the chocolate.3

and faster version compared to chocolate with 
an embossed logo!

4

Sweets with a personal message are always a great idea. If you are also a fan 
of individual solutions, you will be delighted with our LOGO PRINT collection. 

Personalisation directly on the chocolate has never been so easy!
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Are you looking for an original corporate gift idea 
with which to genuinely surprise customers 
or attendees at your spring event? We recommend 
our Easter Egg Set!

The set contains four eggs made of velvety white 
chocolate. Each of them may be decorated 
with a di�erent graphic or slogan. They can form 
a cohesive whole or, on the contrary, tell 4 di�erent 
stories about your product or brand. And it does not 
end there - the entire surface of the packaging 
is available as advertising space. We may design fully 
personalised products according to your needs 
and specifications complimentarily.

Don't wait, let's create a unique sweet gift for your 
company together!

Our Chocolate Mini Easter Egg made from velvety 
white chocolate is perfect to create a personalised 
corporate sweet gift. It is a great idea to bring a fresh, 
creative touch to your promotional strategy. 

With this product, we o�er the option of double perso-
nalisation - directly on the chocolate and on the pac-
kaging. We may display any graphic, photo or text 
of your choice on the chocolate. The decoration will be 
done with safe, certified food colouring. 

Individually designed packaging - with your logo, claim 
or dedicated graphics - with a window gives you 
the opportunity to show o�, at a glance, a creative 
gadget with double personalisation power.

cat. no.: 0345

CHOCOLATE MINI EASTER 
EGG WITH PRINT 20 G

cat. no.: 0344

SET OF CHOCOLATE 
EASTER EGGS PRINT 
4 PIECES

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/chocolate-mini-easter-egg-with-print-20g/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=345&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-easter-eggs-print-3-pieces/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=344&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-easter-eggs-print-3-pieces/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=344&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print


An assortment of three chocolate butterflies
is a spring o�ering for businesses who appreciate 
design and a fresh take on a corporate gadget.

Each butterfly di�ers in shape and decoration, but 
we leave the colour scheme and decoration 
pattern on the chocolates up to be personalised 
and are happy to adapt it to your design, your 
company colours or the campaign graphics you 
need. We do not limit your imagination and your 
needs, and we can decorate each butterfly 
with a di�erent graphic.

In addition, the whole of the packaging is at your 
disposal  in terms of graphic design. We can 
support you in your design choice by providing 
you with our Graphics Library or we can design 
the box completely individually according to your 
needs and guidelines.

Personalised graphics and our Top Gourmet 
chocolate will be the best ambassador of your 
brand among potential customers and regular 
business partners.

The Chocolate Choco4mat Egg with Print - create 
a personalised corporate Easter egg to celebrate 
Easter with your customers, clients and employees. 

We will prepare a sweet egg especially for your busi-
ness from white chocolate, certified by Cocoa Horizons, 
of Top Gourmet quality. The print on the surface of the 
chocolate is made using certified, safe food colouring. 

Together, we will create an unforgettable gift for your 
company that will surprise you with the quality 
of the decoration on the chocolate - even photos 
do not scare us - and with professional company 
graphics on the packaging, which our graphics depart-
ment will e�ciently present to you for approval. 

We will make sure to make your gift stand out from 
those of your competitors.

cat. no.: 0314P/EASTER

BESPOKE CHOCOLATE 
CHOCO4MAT EGG PRINT 65 G

cat. no.: 0343

SET OF CHOCOLATES 
BUTTERFLIES PRINT 
3 PIECES
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-egg-print?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0314p/jajko&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/bespoke-chocolate-choco4mat-egg-print?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0314p/jajko&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-butterflies-print-3-pieces/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=343&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-butterflies-print-3-pieces/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=343&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-butterflies-print-3-pieces/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=343&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print
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Looking for a triple way to sweeten your Easter 
wishes? Three Choco Font chocolates are the option 
for you!

Cocoa Horizons certified white chocolate in the form 
of medals with your choice of personalised print 
is the choice for those who like to surprise with both 
taste and a personal touch of their gift. Please note - 
you can place a di�erent graphic on each medal.

In addition to individual decorations directly on the 
chocolate, we also personalise the box as desired, 
designing it based on your needs and specifications 
complimentarily.

A sweet form of Easter wishes from you to your clients, 

employees or business partners. The Choco Font 

chocolate will be perfect for this task! White chocolate 

with personalised pri ts directly on the medal will make 

your gift stand out from those of your competitors.

On the surface of the chocolate, any graphic, logo 

or QR code may be printed, as well as your festive 

wishes. 

We also design the box itself, according to your speci-

fications and needs, o�ering a double personalization 

of the product.
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cat. no.: 0418/EASTER

CHOCO MEDAL 
CHOCO FONT PRINT

cat. no.: 0419/EASTER

SET OF CHOCOLATE 
MEDALS CHOCO FONT PRINT 
3 PIECES

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/chocolate-medal-choco-font-print/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=418&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/chocolate-medal-choco-font-print/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=418&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolate-medals-choco-font-print-3-pcs/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=419&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolate-medals-choco-font-print-3-pcs/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=419&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolate-medals-choco-font-print-3-pcs/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=419&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print


Want to give your business partners, clients 
or employees sweet personalised wishes? The Choco 
Text Chocolates are the perfect, unique idea for 
conveying them!

Compose your own chocolate letter from 
32 chocolate cubes. Choose the text and the type 
of chocolate, and decide whether you want to spice 
it up with spring motifs that we can incorporate into 
the design of your final product. We will prepare 
a personalised visualisation for you, and after your 
approval, our Chocolate Shop will make your vision 
into a fresh, aromatic chocolate in the form 
of a sweet gift. 

We are also there for you when it comes 
to the design of your paper envelope artwork - you 
can use the ideas we have gathered in our Graphics 
Library, including those designed especially for us 
by renowned illustration artists. If you wish to further 
personalize, our Graphics Department will prepare 
a design according to your wishes – an opportunity 
to display your logo, slogan or brand colours to your 
recipients.

Unique, delicious and from the heart - 
that's Choco Text in a nutshell!

This envelope hides 24 di�erent chocolates - your sweet 
Easter wishes. The content is up to you - you can add 
colourful decorations with our safe and certified food 
colouring to the white chocolates of your choice.
The Choco Text cubes are made from our Cocoa Hori-
zons Foundation-certified chocolate in our Chocolate 
Shop, which guarantees their perfectly pure and ethical 
ingredient list, as well as guarantees they were sustaina-
bly sourced.

We may individually design the envelope packaging 
in order to personalise the product for each orde, accor-
ding to your needs and specifications complimentarily.
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cat. no.: 0593S/EASTER

SET OF CHOCOLATES CHOCO 
TEXT 3 LINES IN ENVELOPE 
SEPARATE EASTER

cat. no.: 0594S/EASTER

SET OF CHOCOLATES CHOCO 
TEXT 4 LINES IN ENVELOPE 
SEPARATE EASTER

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-choco-text-3-lines-in-envelope-separate-easter/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0593s_easter&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-choco-text-3-lines-in-envelope-separate-easter/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0593s_easter&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-choco-text-3-lines-in-envelope-separate-easter/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0593s_easter&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-choco-text-4-lines-in-envelope-separate-easter/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0594s_easter&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-choco-text-4-lines-in-envelope-separate-easter/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0594s_easter&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/set-of-chocolates-choco-text-4-lines-in-envelope-separate-easter/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0594s_easter&utm_content=kolekcja_chocolate_print


PLUMS IN CHOCOLATE
2 - ADVERTISING SWEETS

1 - ADVERTISING SWEETS SWEET
POPCORN CLASSIC BOX

Do you want to give a sweet gift for participa-
ting in a meeting or event or something 
special to strengthen a bond with a client? 
Discover our collection of nuts and dried fruits 
in Top Gourmet chocolate.

All nuts and dried fruits are our craft produc-
tion, and we produce them especially for your 
order! We cover them with Belgian TOP 
GOURMET chocolate with the Cocoa Horizons 
certificate, which guarantees that all its 
ingredients come from sustainable sources. 
We create each packaging in accordance 
with the zero waste philosophy, from biode-
gradable or compostable materials.      

cat. no.: 0462

cat. no.: 0461

SWEET NEST
4 - ADVERTISING SWEETS

 - 3 CUP OF SWEETS
cat. no.: 0130

cat. no.: 0174

1

2

3

4
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DELICACIES COLLECTION

https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/delicacies-en/advertising-sweets-sweet-popcorn-classic-box/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=462&utm_content=kolekcja_bakalie
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/delicacies-en/advertising-sweets-sweet-popcorn-classic-box/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=462&utm_content=kolekcja_bakalie
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/delicacies-en/advertising-sweets-plums-in-chocolate/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=461&utm_content=kolekcja_bakalie
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/delicacies-en/cup-of-sweets/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=130&utm_content=kolekcja_bakalie
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/delicacies-en/advertising-sweets-sweet-nest-2/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=174&utm_content=kolekcja_bakalie
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/delicacies-en/advertising-sweets-sweet-nest-2/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=174&utm_content=kolekcja_bakalie


OUR DELICACIES

gooseberry in dark 
chocolate 
with cocoa 

blackcurrant in white 
chocolate 

with lavender dust

fig in white 
chocolate 

with blueberry dust

caramelized 
hazelnuts in dark 

chocolate

raspberry in milk 
chocolate 

with raspberry dust

almond in milk 
chocolate 

with cinnamon

apricot in dark 
chocolate 
with cocoa

hazelnut in white 
chocolate 

with matcha

hazelnut in dark 
chocolate with mint 

caramel

peanuts 
in caramel

pumpkin seeds
 in milk chocolate

currant in white 
chocolate 

with forest fruits dust

raisin in white 
chocolate 
with co�ee

orange peel in dark 
chocolate with 

a hint of Earl Grey

salted almond 
in milk chocolate

strawberry in white 
chocolate 

with strawberry dust

cherry in ruby 
chocolate with rose 

petals dust

co�ee bean in dark 
chocolate

caramelized 
popcorn in milk 

chocolate

caramelized 
popcorn in white 

chocolate 
with strawberry dust

caramelized 
popcorn in caramel 

chocolate
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The Black Lamb Bag is the springtime addition 
to our nuts and dried fruits range and a product 
just in time for Easter to thank your employees, 
regular customers and business partners.

It is one of the more savoury options created 
in our Nuts and Dried Fruits Shop - sour cranber-
ries enrobed in dark chocolate sprinkled with 
cocoa powder. 

If you prefer other confectionary, we can fill 
the bag with any of the other nuts we produce, 
the choice will not be easy – there are over 
20 flavours available and they are all delicious 
and fantastically fresh as they are only produ-
ced when we receive your order.

We package our nuts in compostable film, 
which, combined with FSC certified paper, 
means you get a fully biodegradable product.
We may design the bag individually for you fully 
personalizing the product to suit your needs 
and excpectations, making your Black Lamb 
one of a kind!

The Delicacies Bag is a sweet treat for fans of nuts 
and dried fruit. Our bag is enthusiastically received 
all year round, and works perfectly in the spring!

The nuts, which we prepare in our Nuts and Dried Fruits 
Shop with carefully selected ingredients and Top 
Gourmet chocolate, are a high quality and healthy 
snack for all occasions. 

This season, we o�er 3 traditional contents to choose 
from: sultanas in white chocolate dusted with co�ee, 
almonds in white chocolate and strawberry powder 
and the Easter classic - chocolate Easter eggs.

However, more than 20 di�erent types of nuts are 
made in our Shop, so if you fancy something di�erent, 
we are happy to fulfil a personalised order. 

The natural composition of the product forms a cohe-
rent concept with the compostable foil in which we 
pack our products and the FSC-certified paper bag.

The packaging of this product also provides a large 
space for the communication of your advertising 
or promotional message, as well as a place to show-
case your logo, brand name and colours or your 
slogan.

cat. no.: 0010/EASTER

BLACK LAMB BAG

cat. no.: 0352L/EASTER

DELICACIES BAG

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/advertising-sweets-delicacies-bag/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0352l/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_bakalie
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/delicacies-black-lamb-bag/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0010/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_bakalie
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TUBS 

Can't find your keys, lipstick 

or chewing gum in your purse? 

Small tubes in which artisan nuts 

and dried fruits are packed, will be 

perfect for storing small items

in a purse or backpack and avoid 

the mess!

GLASS JARS
Sweets in glass jars are 

an amazing option to reuse - 

you can give it another life 

by storing tea, candies, 

jewelry and other small items!

BOXES

out of our boxes. After eating 

sweets, you can confidently pack 

medicines and take them on your 

next trip!

ZERO WASTE
Sweets in disposable foils 

and a lot of generated plastic 

garbage? Not this time! 

At SLODKIE, we make sure 

that the sweets we produce 

both delight you with their 

taste and are produced 

with respect for natural 

resources in line with our 

environmentally-conscious 

focus. 
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COOKIES AND BISCUITS 
COLLECTION
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The Pink Bunny is the perfect gift for anyone who appreciates 
delicious and healthy snacks! Our mini oatmeal cookies with cho-
colate chunks are an excellent source of fibre and aste delicious. 
In this adorable cotton packaging, you will find the cookies, which 
we pack in compostable foil. 

The Pink Bunny also comes with a card which, thanks to the double-
-sided printing option, provides the best exposure and a large 
advertising space for your logo, slogan and any information you 
want to convey with this gift.

The graphic design by the well-known illustrator Pola Augustyno-
wicz, which we present in the catalogue, is only an example which 
we can adapt to your needs and specifications, fully personalising 
the product complimentarily. But if it seems perfect - we will add 
your logo and the sweet Easter gift is ready!

We process orders for this product starting from minimum 50 pieces.

COMPOSTABLE FOILS

The ideal end-use scenario for BIO foil? Industrial 

or home composting! You can order your desired 

products in BIO foil and make sure your sweet gesture 

will please both your recipients and our planet!

 

    

    wood pulp from which BIO foil is produced comes from 

FSC-certified sources,

    compostable in a home composter,

    complete security of your advertising product.   

Due to the strict rules regarding the safety of food 

products, foil is an indispensable material that we use 

at SLODKIE. To minimize the consumption of plastic, 

we were the first on the Polish market of advertising 

products to introduce a 100% compostable foil.

 In addition, we also o�er our sweets in packaging 

in which we have reduced the use of foil by as much 

as 65%. How is this possible? 

The specialised packaging foils we use, provide strong 

ecological support for the growing consumer demand for 

more environmentally friendly packaging. Most types of 

BIO foil are based in over 90% on renewable resources, 

i.e. wood pulp, and have certificates of compliance 

with European and American standards for packaging 

suitable for industrial composting. What besides wood 

pulp?     

                                 

The foils o�er a good bamer for 

gases, and the coatings can be 

customized to provide di�erent 

degrees of barrier for moisture, 

depending on the needs of the 

packaged product.

Use BIO foil when placing your order 
and take care of our planet with us!

cat. no.: 0255/EASTER

PINK BUNNY

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/advertising-sweets-pink-bunny/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0255/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_ciastka
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PURE COOKIE LINE 
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9

PURE COOKIE 
LINE
Great ideas often stem from simplicity. This philosophy 
holds true in advertising, marketing, and, unsurprisingly, 
when it comes to sweets.

The simple composition of Pure Line products is a com-
mitment to quality, taste, and nutritional value. Free from 
sugar, palm fat, or preservatives, these products contain
cereal grains, honey, and fiber. Their delightful taste and 

For those seeking healthier alternatives in advertising 
sweets, we highly recommend exploring this collection 
for a pure delight.

1 - ADVERTISING COOKIE 
MINI OAT COOKIE PURE
cat. no.: 0385

2 - PURE BAR
cat. no.: 0395

3 - ADVERTISING COOKIE PURE
cat. no.: 0396

5 - SHAPE CEREAL BAR
cat. no.: 0393

4 - ADVERTISING 
COOKIE VEGETAL
cat. no.: 0397

cat. no.: 0396

ADVERTISING COOKIE MINI 
OAT COOKIE PURE 
cat. no.: 0385

• three flavours to choose from: rosemary
and salt, beetroot and black cumin, spinach
and marjoram,

• 100% natural ingredients without added sugar, nuts, lactose,
gluten-free product without the addition of palm oil,

• vegan product,
• simple ingredients without preservatives.

• two flavours to choose from: oatmeal cookies
with chocolate and vanilla (vegan product)
and sesame cookies with bee pollen (vegetarian product),

• 100% natural ingredients: product without added refined sugars
(sweetened with erythritol), nut-free, gluten-free, lactose-free
without the addition of palm oil,

• simple composition without preservatives.

SHAPE CEREAL BAR
cat. no.: 0393

• as many as 8 shapes to choose from,
• shaped cereal bars with added grains,

natural honey and fiber,
• 100% natural ingredients: oatmeal, sunflower seeds, flaxseed,

soy flakes, rye seeds, pumpkin seeds, psyllium, sesame seeds,
prepared spelt seeds, apple fiber, natural honey,

• no added flour.

• oatmeal cookie with cranberries,
• cranberry content over 20%,
• simple and clean composition,
• without the addition of palm oil - based on coconut oil,
• GMO free product.

ADVERTISING 
COOKIE VEGETAL
cat. no.: 0397

• as many as 4 flavours to choose from: buckwheat with sesame
and goji (vegetarian product), pineapple and coconut, cocoa
bean and orange, brownie (vegan products),

• simple composition without preservatives,
• 100% natural ingredients: product without added refined sugars

(sweetened with xylitol), nut-free, gluten-free, lactose-free,
without the addition of palm oil.

PURE BAR
cat. no.: 0395

ADVERTISING 
COOKIE PURE

https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/advertising-cookie-mini-oat-cookie-pure/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=385&utm_content=kolekcja_pure_cookie
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/pure-bar/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=395&utm_content=kolekcja_pure_cookie
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/advertising-cookie-pure/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=396&utm_content=kolekcja_pure_cookie
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/advertising-cookie-vegetal/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=397&utm_content=kolekcja_pure_cookie
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/advertising-cookie-vegetal/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=397&utm_content=kolekcja_pure_cookie
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/easter-egg-shaped-cereal-bar?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0393g&utm_content=kolekcja_pure_cookie
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/pure-bar/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=395&utm_content=kolekcja_pure_cookie
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/advertising-cookie-pure/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=396&utm_content=kolekcja_pure_cookie
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/advertising-cookie-pure/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=396&utm_content=kolekcja_pure_cookie
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/advertising-cookie-vegetal/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=397&utm_content=kolekcja_pure_cookie
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/advertising-cookie-vegetal/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=397&utm_content=kolekcja_pure_cookie
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/easter-egg-shaped-cereal-bar?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0393g&utm_content=kolekcja_pure_cookie
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/advertising-cookie-mini-oat-cookie-pure/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=385&utm_content=kolekcja_pure_cookie
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/advertising-cookie-mini-oat-cookie-pure/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=385&utm_content=kolekcja_pure_cookie
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2 - GLAZED GINGERBREAD 
WITH LEMON FLAVOR
cat. no.: 0494

1 - CHOCOLATE COVERED 
PREMIUM GINGERBREAD
cat. no.: 0493

3 - GLAZED GINGERBREAD
cat. no.: 0495

4 - GINGERBREAD WITH LOGO 
IN A METAL BOX
cat. no.: 0042T

5 - GINGERBREAD WITH LOGO 
IN A HEART TIN
cat. no.: 0519

7 - GINGERBREAD WITH LOGO 
IN A MAXI BAG
cat. no.: 0515

8 - GINGERBREAD WITH LOGO 
IN A MINI BAG
cat. no.: 0516 

9 - PREMIUM GINGERBREAD 
PILLOW
cat. no.: 0517 

10 - ADVERT CARD 
- GLAZED GINGERBREAD
cat. no.: 0530C 

6 - GINGERBREAD WITH LOGO 
IN A TIN
cat. no.: 0520

GINGERBREAD 
LINE
The scent of ginger, cinnamon, cloves and honey - only 
gingerbread can exude such an aroma.

Presenting spiced novelties that exude not only a beautiful 
aroma, associated with warmth at home, but also an incredible 
taste.

This collection is a mélange of flavour and creativity. You will find 
in it spiced cookies that stand out for their unusual form, e.g., 
a biscuit in the shape of a truck or a house with an unique
form of personalisation - a logo directly on the cookie.

It will also include the classics of the genre, i.e., the iconic 
gingerbread straight from Toruń!

The new line captivates the recipient not only with the creative
shapes of the sweets but also with the aesthetically pleasing
packaging, which has been designed by illustrator 
Pola Augustynowicz 

.

created a unique visual setting for them. Her design includes
To emphasise the uniqueness of the o�ered products, the artist

details that graphically link it to these distinctive spicy treats. 

Discover the NEW Gingerbread Collection!

https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/chocolate-covered-premium-gingerbread/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=493&utm_content=kolekcja_piernikowa
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/glazed-gingerbread-with-lemon-flavor/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=494&utm_content=kolekcja_piernikowa
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/glazed-gingerbread-with-lemon-flavor/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=494&utm_content=kolekcja_piernikowa
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/glazed-gingerbread/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=495&utm_content=kolekcja_piernikowa
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/gingerbread-with-logo-in-a-metal-box/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0042t&utm_content=kolekcja_piernikowa
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/gingerbread-with-logo-in-a-metal-box/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0042t&utm_content=kolekcja_piernikowa
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/gingerbread-with-logo-in-a-heart-tin/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=519&utm_content=kolekcja_piernikowa
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/gingerbread-with-logo-in-a-heart-tin/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=519&utm_content=kolekcja_piernikowa
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/gingerbread-with-logo-in-a-tin/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=520&utm_content=kolekcja_piernikowa
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/gingerbread-with-logo-in-a-tin/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=520&utm_content=kolekcja_piernikowa
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/gingerbread-with-logo-in-a-maxi-bag/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=515&utm_content=kolekcja_piernikowa
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/gingerbread-with-logo-in-a-maxi-bag/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=515&utm_content=kolekcja_piernikowa
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/gingerbread-with-logo-in-a-mini-bag/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=516&utm_content=kolekcja_piernikowa
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/gingerbread-with-logo-in-a-mini-bag/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=516&utm_content=kolekcja_piernikowa
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/premium-gingerbread-pillow/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=517&utm_content=kolekcja_piernikowa
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/premium-gingerbread-pillow/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=517&utm_content=kolekcja_piernikowa
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/advert-card-glazed-gingerbread/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=530c&utm_content=kolekcja_piernikowa
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/cookies-with-logo/advert-card-glazed-gingerbread/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=530c&utm_content=kolekcja_piernikowa
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A sweet yet casual gift for clients or co-workers? Logo Cookie Pack Heart! This set of 3 spicy 
cookies steals... hearts!

Completely personalised cardboard box made of FSC-certified paper, and contains 3 heart-
shaped cookies with cinnamon, cloves and ginger, decorated with a graphic design of your choice. 
We package each cookie separately in compostable foil, so they stay fresh for longer!

Note:  cookies packed in compostable foil combined with FSC paper create a fully biodegradable 
packaging. 

cat. no.: 0354

ADVERTISING COOKIES LOGO COOKIE PACK HEART 3 PCS

We improved their ingredient list!

We personalise directly on the cake with edible
and completely safe food colloring inks from
certified suppliers. It gives you the opportunity
to make any print with colorful graphics,
logo or name of your company.

We use inks without ingridients of animal origin
and GMOs.

W
hat’s inside the cookie?

wheat flour, sugar, 
vegetable oil (shea, coconut, 

rapeseed), syrup, baking 
powder, cloves, cinnamon, 
ginger, salt, natural flavor

Logo Cookie
Endless customisation

possibilities.

https://slodkie.eu/offer/themed-offer/products-with-heart/advertising-cookies-logo-cookie-pack-heart-3-pcs/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=354&utm_content=kolekcja_logo_cookie


Spiced cookies packaged in a cute paper bag... 
Sounds like a sweet way to build an atmosphere of 
belonging and appreciation among your employees

Noy only do our spiced cookies delight with the 
aroma of cinnamon, ginger and cloves, they also 
provide an extensive advertising space.

We can personalise the cookies and put your logo 
or full colour graphics on them. We also individually 
package each one in compostable foil to keep them 
fresh as long as possible. The hearts then go into 
a paper stand-up bag, which we can fully personali-
se, providing your brand with a truly grand advertising 
space.

Choose this delicious and e�ective option for your 
brand placement!  

Your advertising campaign needs a sweet touch? 
Choose Logo Cookie Box, which is 6 personalised spice 
cookies in a branded package with a large print area!

Simple ingredient list without artificial flavours, colours 
or preservatives, but with natural cinnamon, ginger 
and cloves - that's what Logo Cookie is! We personali-
ze each of them with a print directly on the cookie 
and pack them in compostable foil to enjoy their crun-
chiness for as long as possible!

The packaging is made of FSC-certified paper, 
and is designed in an interesting display form. 
There is an option to put icons on it indicating the origin 
of the paper or the compostability of the film used,
 to emphasise your care for the environmental aspect!

cat. no.: 0356

ADVERTISING COOKIES
LOGO COOKIE BOX
HEART 6 PCS

cat. no.: 0405

ADVERTISING COOKIES
LOGO COOKIE 
HEART BAG

5869

https://slodkie.eu/offer/themed-offer/products-with-heart/advertising-cookies-logo-cookie-box-heart-6-pcs/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=356&utm_content=kolekcja_logo_cookie
https://slodkie.eu/offer/themed-offer/products-with-heart/advertising-cookies-logo-cookie-box-heart-6-pcs/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=356&utm_content=kolekcja_logo_cookie
https://slodkie.eu/offer/themed-offer/products-with-heart/advertising-cookies-logo-cookie-box-heart-6-pcs/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=356&utm_content=kolekcja_logo_cookie
https://slodkie.eu/offer/themed-offer/products-with-heart/advertising-cookies-logo-cookie-heart-bag/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=405&utm_content=kolekcja_logo_cookie
https://slodkie.eu/offer/themed-offer/products-with-heart/advertising-cookies-logo-cookie-heart-bag/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=405&utm_content=kolekcja_logo_cookie
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NOVELTY 2024! 
In addition to our paper 

lollipop sticks and full range 
of compostable foils, 

starting this year, 
we are also adding 
caramels packaged 

in FSC-certified paper!

Did you know that, the caramel products in the SWEET 

compositions and clean labels!

    no preservatives; 

    no artificial flavours; 

    no artificial colours - we use natural ones instead, 

e.g. from carrots or beetroots.

    with sugar, including cane; 

    with reduced sugar and high fiber content;

    without sugar; 

    with fruits and herbs; 

    with honey; 

    with bee pollen and lemon;

    with the addition of rose, lavender and elderberry 

flowers and natural oils, e.g. bergamot.

Caramel

    with natural fruit juices; 



5872

BOTANIC GARDEN
COLLECTION

2

1 3

Botanic Garden is a collection that perfectly combines 
beauty with nature. We combined clean labels 
and short compositions of candies with real flower 
petals: rose, lavender and elderberry flowers. 
Thanks to them, we have obtained delicious flavor 
compositions that cannot be found anywhere else 
on the advertising sweets market!  

The floral nature of the products in this line is also 
evidenced by the packaging. We have created them 
from raw materials that can be recycled or reused 
in accordance with the zero waste philosophy. Visually, 
we showed the floral motif in an entirely new version - 
more subdued and elegant.

Products from the Botanic Garden Collection are 
perfect for the implementation of premium brands 
that care about  

1 - ADVERTISING SWEETS
CANDY BOX MINI
cat. no.: 0328

2 - ADVERTISING SWEETS
CANDY BOX
cat. no.: 0329

3 - ADVERTISING SWEETS
CANDY BAG 
cat. no.: 0330

https://slodkie.eu/offer/themed-offer/products-with-heart/advertising-sweets-candy-box-mini/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=328&utm_content=kolekcja_botanic_garden
https://slodkie.eu/offer/themed-offer/products-with-heart/advertising-sweets-candy-box-mini/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=328&utm_content=kolekcja_botanic_garden
https://slodkie.eu/offer/themed-offer/products-with-heart/advertising-sweets-candy-box/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=329&utm_content=kolekcja_botanic_garden
https://slodkie.eu/offer/themed-offer/products-with-heart/advertising-sweets-candy-box/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=329&utm_content=kolekcja_botanic_garden
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/advertising-candies-en/advertising-sweets-candy-bag/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=330&utm_content=kolekcja_botanic_garden
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/advertising-candies-en/advertising-sweets-candy-bag/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=330&utm_content=kolekcja_botanic_garden
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Wonderful candies -
special additions

with the addition of strawberry with the addition of orange with the addition of mint

with the addition of rose petals with the addition of cornflower 
and grapefruit

with the addition of verbena 
and lemon

with the addition of thyme with the addition of elderflower 
and a hint of Earl Gray with the addition of lavender

Explore new flavour concepts for products 
from our caramel shop.

with the addition of guarana with the addition of hibiscus 
and rhubarb
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Floral mini caramels with rose, elderflower and lavender 
petals, packed in a zero waste steel reusable tin,
is the perfect plan to promote your brand in a sweet way!

We produce the candies specifically for your order, 
so you get the freshest product possible. 

We then package them in a tin, which we personalise with 
UV digital printing directly on its lid. The distinctive feature 
of this personalization method is its above-average 
durability and resistance to changing weather conditions, 
low and high temperatures and sunlight.

on a limited budget!

also find our newest mini caramels with floral rose 
petals, elderberry or lavender. We always produce 
candies specifically for your order, so you get the 
freshest product possible.

We seal the sweets in a tin, ideal for reuse in accor-
dance with the zero waste principle! We personalise
the tins on the lid with UV digital printing, which 
guarantees precise reproduction of shapes and colors 
with photographic accuracy.

Heart Candies Plus floral mini caramels enclosed in a modern jar is a great plan for an impressive advertising gadget 
at a reasonable price!

The jar with an aluminum lid, filled with a variety of sweets, is now available with a brand new original content - 
Heart Candies Plus caramels with the addition of rose petals, elderberry and lavender.

The product is personalized directly on the jar lid using UV digital printing. This technology allows us to precisely 
reproduce the shapes and colors with photographic accuracy. 

And once your favorite sweets are gone, this charming jar can be reused in accordance with the zero waste philosophy.

2

1

3

cat. no.: 0205

1 - ADVERTISING SWEETS 
MIDI CLIC CLAC TIN

cat. no.: 0394

2 - ADVERTISING SWEETS 
SLIDE BOX TIN

cat. no.: 0341

3 - ADVERTISING SWEETS 
SMART BOX JAR 

https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/advertising-candies-en/advertising-sweets-midi-clic-clac-tin/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=205&utm_content=kolekcja_botanic_garden
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/advertising-candies-en/advertising-sweets-midi-clic-clac-tin/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=205&utm_content=kolekcja_botanic_garden
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/advertising-candies-en/advertising-sweets-slide-box-tin-3/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=394&utm_content=kolekcja_botanic_garden
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/advertising-candies-en/advertising-sweets-slide-box-tin-3/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=394&utm_content=kolekcja_botanic_garden
https://slodkie.eu/offer/themed-offer/products-with-heart/advertising-sweets-smart-box-jar/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=341&utm_content=kolekcja_botanic_garden
https://slodkie.eu/offer/themed-offer/products-with-heart/advertising-sweets-smart-box-jar/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=341&utm_content=kolekcja_botanic_garden
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70% fruit in the product ingredient list and a traditio-
nal Belgian recipe - without preservatives, artificial 
colours and flavours, but with a full and aromatic fruit 
taste. Give the best of everything with our Pure Fruit 
Bar.

In the packaging you will discover an assortment 
of marmalade flavours - strawberry, peach, lemon, 
pear and raspberry. A delicious, vegan (pectin instead 
of traditional gelatine) and very fruity gift for spring 
days.

An interior like this deserves the best packaging - 
we give all its space to you. We will prepare its design 
carefully according to your needs and specifications 
and the guidelines of your Brand Book, and if you do 
not have a concept, you can count on us to come up 
with our ideas including your logo and slogan, fully 
personalising your product.

cat. no.: 0236/EASTER

FRUIT JELLIES - 
PURE FRUIT BAR

If you are looking for a gift for lovers of all things 
natural, you cannot go wrong with our Pure Fruit 
Square range of pectin marmalades.

These are up to 120g of marmalades made 
in the heart of Belgium, using traditional recipes, 
with a fantastic, clean ingredient list based on
70% fruit. Each pack contains an assortment of di�e-
rent fruit flavours such as strawberry, pear, peach 
cubes and the more acidic ones made from lemons 
and raspberries, to break up the flavour.

Our Pure Fruit Square is in a class of its own and of 
a quality that will not let you forget your brand, which 
we will highlight on the packaging. Its entire surface 
is at your brand's disposal, enabling to showcase your 
slogan, logo or brand colours. Our Graphic Design 
Team will be happy to prepare a visualisation 
of the packaging for your approval for a fully persona-
lised experience. For this product, consider kraft paper 
or grass fibre paper which will look especially fitting 
in combination with the naturally fruity contents.

cat. no.: 0237/EASTER

FRUIT JELLIES - 
PURE FRUIT SQUARE

https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/advertising-sweets-pure-fruit-square/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0237/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_marmoladki
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/advertising-sweets-pure-fruit-square/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0237/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_marmoladki
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/advertising-sweets-pure-fruit-bar/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0236/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_marmoladki
https://slodkie.eu/offer/easter-sweets/advertising-sweets-pure-fruit-bar/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2024&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=0236/easter&utm_content=kolekcja_marmoladki


Transport and logistics

In 2022, we exchanged the SLODKIE company car for 

an even greener version! Our new car is an electric 

Opel with zero CO2 emissions. 

This change makes us proud - logistics and transport

are an important part of our daily work.

Therefore, we have been cooperating exclusively

with green delivery partners, which helps reduce gas

emissions. Thanks to this, our products will reach

 you swiftly and not only on time, but also 

in an environmentally neutral way.

Waste management

At SLODKIE we put great attention to the segregation 

of waste. Marking baskets with appropriate icons 

and the use of colored bags additionally make it easier 

for proper segregation of garbage. 

What do we do to reduce production waste? 

We recycle some of our raw materials or semi-finished 

products! We also limit originating residues from 

the plastics we use, and we cooperate with external 

companies that recycle unused packaging. In 2022, 

we also established cooperation with Too Good To Go. 

It is a company that helps save food (among other 

things!) and has a lot of advantages: it not only fights 

against food waste, but also allows you to buy high-

-quality products for a much lower price. You can now 

collect sweet surprise packages from our Warsaw 

headquarters, containing e.g. high-quality lollipops, 

candies and craft chocolates.

Packaging

At SLODKIE, we pay a lot of attention to the ecological 

packaging of our advertising gadgets. Our transport 

packaging is 100% recycled! Did you know that when 

ordering our sweet products, you will receive them 

secured with fully biodegradable fillers? But that's not 

all! We also use eco-type foil, which is 100% recycled 

and fully recyclable. We replace classic adhesive tapes 

with paper ones, and our technologists are constantly 

working on reducing the use of plastic in our packaging 

as much as possible.
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WORTH KNOWING!

FSC, or Forest Stewardship Council®, is an international 
non-profit organization that sets standards for responsible 
forest management, considering social, ecological and 
economic aspects. 

Products bearing the FSC logo have been made from 
raw materials, from responsible sources.

That is not all - we also refreshed 
the graphic design of the standard version 
of the sachet. 

The NEW minimalist, botanical theme 
is not only universal, but also carries 
a message that the sachet was made 
in the spirit of nature!

Aromatic and environmentally-conscious

We are going eco! The packaging of our tea sachets 
has undergone a major otransformation.

tea in a new package!

We have replaced paper 
with a mixture of foil for 

FSC-certified paper!



A creative and surprising corporate event 
invitation? A set of teas in an envelope!

Two sachets of tea to choose from: black 
Earl Grey or green with lemon peel, enclosed 
in a personalised envelope, make a perfect 
gift to send by mail!

With double-sided printing on the envelope, 
you get even more space for your design 
and creative advertising. We personalise it 
with digital printing, which works great for 
printing detailed designs and intricate artwork! 

Note: we make the envelope and sachets from 
FSC-certified paper, resulting in fully biodegra-
dable packaging! 

A small product with great personalisation possibi-
lities? Here it is - Tea in Carnet! It will work great as 
a discount voucher for any order in your e-commerce 
store.

Both the sachet and the carnet itself are made of 
FSC-certified paper. We designed it to make maximum 
use of its surface - that is why we print on it double-
sided. In addition, it also has a perforation, so you can 
easily tear o� the top and use it as a coupon 
or voucher! 

Choose from two flavours of tea: classically black 
Earl Grey or refreshing green with lemon peel.

We package each tea in a paper sachet printed 
with a universal design. However, if you are ordering 
more than 2000 sachets and want double personalisa-
tion... then we o�er to print your individual graphic 
design also on the sachet. 

cat. no.: 0316

TEA SET IN AN 
ENVELOP 2 PCS

cat. no.: 0007

TEA IN CARNET
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Earl Grey

green tea with
lemon peel

Earl Grey

green tea with
lemon peel

https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/tea-with-logo/tea-in-carnet/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2025&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=7&utm_content=kolekcja_herbat
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/tea-with-logo/tea-set-in-an-envelope-2-pcs-2/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2026&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=316&utm_content=kolekcja_herbat
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/tea-with-logo/tea-set-in-an-envelope-2-pcs-2/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2026&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=316&utm_content=kolekcja_herbat


Nothing makes working at the o�ce more 
pleasent than a delicious, aromatic tea. 
This is why we o�er a set of 20 teas 
in the flavour of your choice inside 
a completely personalised box!

 The large box guarantees plenty of space for 
your design and creative advertising, which 
we will digitally imprint, so you will receive 
personalisation of the highest quality! In turn, 
in the box you will find 20 sachets full of tea 
in 2 flavar options of your choice or in a mix:
-black Earl Grey;
-green with lemon peel.

Choose your favorite, send us a graphic 
design... and we will take care of creating a 
great promotional gadget! 
   

A paper box with 12 aromatic teas? A unique idea 
to show appreciation for your employees!

You can choose from 2 flavours of tea: black Earl Grey 
or green with lemon peel. Each is packaged in an 
FSC-certified paper sachet with a print that you can 
personalize! 

On the box, also made of FSC-certified paper, you can 
print any graphic or photo you want, with no limitations 
in terms of design complexity, number of colours or 
tonal transitions.

 Protip: put icons on the box indicating the origin of the 
paper to highlight your brand’s green e�orts!

cat. no.:  0147

cat. no.: 0146

TEA SET IN A BOX 12 PCS

Earl Grey green tea with
lemon peel

Earl Grey green tea with
lemon peel
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TEA SET IN A BOX 20 PCS

https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/tea-with-logo/tea-set-in-a-box-12-pcs/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2027&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=146&utm_content=kolekcja_herbat
https://slodkie.eu/offer/novelties-en/tea-with-logo/tea-set-in-a-box-20-pcs/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2028&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=147&utm_content=kolekcja_herbat


OUR PRALINES

Modulo Bar 
(milk chocolate with salty 

caramel filling)

Modulo Trio 
(milk chocolate with salty 

caramel filling)

Modulo Cube 
(milk chocolate with salty 

caramel filling)

Modulo Bar J.A. Baczewski 
(milk chocolate with whisky 

filling – J.A. Baczewski brand)

Chocolate Bar 70 g 
(milk chocolate with whisky 

filling – J.A. Baczewski brand)

Modulo Bar Pluton 
(milk chocolate with co�ee 

filling with addition of natural 
co�ee – Pluton brand)

Co�ee Delight 
(milk chocolate with co�ee 

filling with addition of natural 
co�ee – Pluton brand)

Gingerbread Delight 
(milk chocolate with 
gingerbread filling) 

Strawberry Delight 
(milk chocolate 

with strawberry filling)

Choco Triangle 
(white chocolate 

with almond filling)

Choco Circle 
(white chocolate 

with almond filling)
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OUR PRALINES

Gold Cups 
(chocolate with mint 

and red fruits) 

Gold Cups 
(hazelnuts & caramel)

Gold Cups 
(cherry notes)

Gold Cups 
(cappuccino 
with honey)

Sweet Moment 
(cappuccino cream 
in white chocolate)

Sweet Moment 
(pistachio filling 

in dark chocolate)

Sweet Moment 
(hazelnut filling 

in milk chocolate)

Chocolate Dumpling 
(white chocolate 

with strawberry filling)

Chocolate Dumpling 
(milk chocolate 

with raspberry filling)

Chocolate Dumpling 
(dark chocolate 

with pistachio filling)

Prestige Praline 
(milk chocolate 
with nut filling)

Prestige Praline 
(ruby chocolate 

with pistachio filling)

Co�ee Break 
(strawberries 

in cream)

Co�ee Break 
(Ca�è crema)

Co�ee Break
(mint chocolate)

Co�ee Break 
(hazelnut)

Co�ee Break Pluton 
(co�ee with the 

addition of "Dark" 
Pluton co�ee)

Co�ee Break Pluton 
(co�ee with the 

addition of "Gold" 
Pluton co�ee)

Velvet Heart 
(milk chocolate 

with cherry filling)

Honeybee
 (milk chocolate 

with honey 
with hibiscus and 

lemon filling)

Co�ee Wave 
(dark chocolate 
with co�ee filling 

with the addition of natural 
co�ee - Pluton brand)

Variety Praline 
(milk chocolate 
with mint filling)

Variety Praline 
(milk chocolate 

with co�ee filling)

Variety Praline 
(milk chocolate 

with pistachio filling)

Sweet Sphere 
(milk chocolate 

with pistachio filling)

Sweet Sphere 
(milk chocolate 

with walnut filling)

Sweet Sphere 
(milk chocolate 

with almond filling)

Sweet Sphere 
(milk chocolate 

with hazelnut filling)

J.A. Baczewski Bar 
(milk chocolate 

with whisky filling
– J.A. Baczewski 

brand)

J.A. Baczewski Bar 
(milk chocolate 

with apricot liqueur 
filling – J.A. Baczewski 

brand)

Variety Praline 
J.A. Baczewski 

(milk chocolate with cherry 
liqueur filling – 

J.A. Baczewski brand)

Delightful Tenement 
House 

(milk chocolate 
with hazelnut filling)

J.A. Baczewski Bar 
(milk chocolate 

with cherry liqueur 
filling – J.A. Baczewski 

brand)

J.A. Baczewski Bar 
(milk chocolate 
with wormwood 
liqueur (Artemisia 
absinthium) filling
– J.A. Baczewski 

brand)

Variety Praline 
J.A. Baczewski 
(milk chocolate 

with whisky filling
– J.A. Baczewski brand)

Variety Praline 
J.A. Baczewski 
(milk chocolate 
with wormwood 
liqueur (Artemisia 
absinthium) filling
– J.A. Baczewski 

brand)

Christmas Moment 
(milk chocolate 

with dried apples 
and cinnamon filling)

Christmas Moment 
(milk chocolate 

with orange peel 
and cloves filling)

Christmas Moment 
(milk chocolate 

with gingerbread 
spices filling)

Christmas Moment 
(milk chocolate 

with dried plums filling)

ChocoStamp 
(white chocolate 

with almond filling)

Easter Bunny 
(white chocolate 

with almond filling)
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The International Featured Standard (IFS Food) is a guarantee of the highest level, food safety, legal
compliance and repeatable quality of our products. It is also an assurance that our sweets are fully safe.

For the production of our packaging we use FSC-certified paper, which means that it comes from
controlled or recycled wood cutting and is obtained in a way that protects forest ecosystems.

Cocoa Horizons is an impact driven program focused on cocoa farmer prosperity and helping build
self-sustaining farming communities that protect nature and children. Its purpose is to improve the livelihoods
of cocoa farmers and their communities through the promotion of sustainable, entrepreneurial farming,
improved productivity, and community development, which protect nature and children.

Packaging made of compostable foil.

Packaging made entirely of biodegradable materials.

Packaging made of steel, which is 100% recyclable.

The product is packed in paper with a mixture of foil - the plastic content is reduced by 65%.

This product contains no ingredients derived from animals. Suitable for vegans.

This product is suitable for vegetarians.

This product does not contain milk or milk products. Ideal for people who cannot eat dairy.

This product is gluten-free.

This product does not contain genetically modified ingredients.

This product does not contain preservatives.

This product does not contain additional sugar.

OUR CERTIFICATES
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Chełmżyńska 180H Street, 04-464 Wasaw, Poland
phone: (+48) 22 647 90 00

mail: info@slodkie.com
www.slodkie.eu

Linking business with delight

Manufacturer of Advertising Sweets

Indulge in the sweetness...
Explore our selection of sweets crafted „from the heart”

Happy & Sweet Easter!

Zadanie jest współfinansowane 
przez 

Ministra Rozwoju i Technologii

Project co-financed 
by 

Ministry of Economic Development & Technology

https://slodkie.eu/catalog/themed-offer/products-with-heart/?utm_source=katalog&utm_medium=katalog_wielkanoc_2029&utm_campaign=katalog_eng&utm_term=okladka&utm_content=oferta_serduszkowa
https://slodkie.eu/
https://www.facebook.com/Slodkiecom/
https://www.instagram.com/slodkiecom/?hl=pl
https://pl.linkedin.com/company/s%C5%82odkie-upominki



